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The aim of this lecture is to present a simple review of the basic physical
pro cesses allowing one to control, with laser beams, the velocity and the posi
tion of neutral atoms. The control of the velocity corresponds to a cooling of
atoms, i.e. to a reduction of the atomic velocity spread around a given value.
The control of the position means a trapping of atoms in real space. The
best present performances will be given, in terms of the lowest temperatures
and the highest densities. The corresponding highest quantum degeneracy
will also be estimated. It is imposed by fundamentallimits, which will be
briefly described.

This lecture will also give the general trends of the field, the new directions
which look like promising for observing quantum statistical effects in laser
cooled atomic samples, but which are for the moment restricted by unsolved
problems.

1 lntroducing the simple schemes'

The radiative forces acting on atoms in a light field can be split into two
parts, a reactive one and a dissipative one. The dissipative force (radiation

, pressure), which involves basically scattering processes, is velocity depen
dent. We will see that this dependence leads to the Doppler cooling scheme
and to the concept of optical molasses, and we will give the corresponding
minimal achievable temperature. The dissipative force can be made position
dependent, through a gradient of magnetic field, so that the atoms are also
trapped, in the so-called magneto-optical trap.

·Unité de recherche de l'Ecole Normale Supérieure et de l'Université Paris 6, associée
au CNRS
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1.1 Effect of light on the atomic internaI state

Since the atoms in laser cooling are illuminated by quasi-resonant light,
they can be considered as two-Ievel atoms, with a metastable state g, called
"ground state" in what follows, and an excited state e. The transition be
tween 9 and e has a resonant frequency WA and an electric dipole d. The
excited state can decay by spontaneous emission with a rate f. ln this sec
tion, we consider the simple case of atoms with no sublevels in the ground
state g. The influence of the presence of Zeeman sublevels in 9 on laser
cooling is the sub ject of §2.

The laser electric field is a superposition of travelling waves of frequency
WL close to WA and of complex amplitude [o. An important parameter is
8 = WL - WA, detuning of the laser frequency WL from the atomic frequency
WA. The dipolar coupling between atom and light leads to a time dependent
amplitude of transition from 9 to e, noted (n/2)e-iwLt, and from e to g,

(n*/2) eiwLt• The parameter n = -d[o/Ti is called the Rabi frequency. The
amplitude of transition can be made time independent by the following time
dependent unitary transformation S(t) changing the excited state:

(1)

which gives to the Ig) -----+ le) transition the effective Bohr frequency WA 

WL = -8 instead of WA. This leads to the time independent effective hamil
tonian Heff for the evolution of the internaI atomic state:

Heff = Ti ( -8 - if /2 n/2)n* /2 0
(2)

(3)

This matrix is given in the {le), Ig)} basis and the -if /2 term accounts for
the instability of the excited state.

The effect of the coupling will be considered in the perturbative regime:

In12/2

s= 82+f2/4 ~1

The dimensionless quantity s is called the saturation parameter and gives
the relative amount of time spent by the atoms in the excited state. ln this

regime, one of the eigenvectors of Heff remains close to g, with the eigenvalue
Ti( 8 - if /2)s /2. The corresponding real part Ti8' = Ti8s /2 is the signature
of a reactive effect: it describes the shift of the energy of the ground state
by the incoming light (light shift). The imaginary part is the signature of
a dissipative effect: the ground state 9 becomes unstable by contamination
by the excited state through the Rabi coupling; the correspondingrate f' =
fs/2 is the excitation rate of the ground state by the laser light. Note that
the following discussion can be generalised to arbitrary laser intensities (see
e.g. the so-called "dressed atom" picture in [1D.
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1.2 Effect of light on the atomic external state

ln contrast to the internaI atomic variables, which correspond to the elec
tronic motion relative to the nucleus, the external variables are related to the
motion of the atomic center of mass; the important ones for laser cooling are
the position r and the momentum fi of the atom. These external variables
are also changed by the interaction with the laser light. For example, the
momentum fi shifts to fi ± tif after the absorption or the emission of one
photon of momentum tik. The corresponding atomic recoil velocity tLk/ M,
where M is the mass of the atom, is an important parameter in laser cool
ing, as we shall see; it is on the order of 3 mm/s for cesium. The effect of
light on atomic motion can be described in terms of radiative forces. These
forces can be dissipative or reactive, depending on the contribution or the
non contribution of the momentum of spontaneously emitted photons.

For the simple case of an atom in a plane running wave, the dissipative
force corresponds to the usual radiation pressure; it is due to the absorption
of one laser photon of momentum tifL and the spontaneous emission of one
fluorescence photon of momentum tiks. The corresponding average change in
atomic momentum is (5f!) = (tikL - tiks) = tikL ; the mean contribution of
tifs is zero because spontaneous emission occurs with the same probability
in two opposite directions. The mean radiative force is then simply nfL
times the rate of absorption-spontaneous emission cycles. This rate, on the
order of rs/2 at low saturation, cannot exceed r /2 at high saturation. The
dissipative force thus saturates at high laser intensity to tikLr /2, a limit
almost 104 higher than the gravitational force M9 for cesium.

The reactive forces derive from an effective potential, which is the position
dependent light shift of the atomic level 9; it is due to successive absorption
stimulated emission cycles. Consider for example the light shift U of the
atomic ground state in the vicinity of a gaussian laser beam. When the laser
light is detuned to the red (5 < 0), U(rj is negative and max~mal in absolute
value in the laser beam, and close to 0 out of the laser beam. The effect of
U(rj is thus a trapping of the atoms around the maxima of intensity of the
laser light. This has been used to make a trap, at a detuning large enough for
the dissipative effects (heating due to spontaneous emission) to be negligible
[2]. An improved version of the optical trap, using stabilisation by radiative
pressure forces, is presented in [3].

1.3 Doppler cooling and the Doppler limit

The Doppler cooling scheme has been proposed independently by Hansch
and Schawlow, Wineland and Dehmelt in 1975 [4, 5]. It strongly relies on
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Figure 1: The laser waves of the Doppler cooling configumtion, in the lab (a)
and in the atomic rest frame (b).

the atomic velo city dependence of the radiation pressure due to the Doppler
effect. ln this scheme, the cooling of the atomic velo city along a given direc
tion z is obtained by the superposition of two counterpropagating fUnning
waves along z. The two waves have the same weak amplitude [0 and the same

frequency WL, detuned to the red (8 = WL - WA < 0). Consider an atom of

velo city iJ, and call k the wave vector of the laser wave copropagating with
the atom (k. iJ > 0). ln the atomic rest frame, this wave has an apparent

frequency WL - k· iJ < WL < WA, so it is moved farther from resonance by the
Doppler effect -k· iJ. The counterpropagating wave, with wave vector -k,
is on the contrary put doser to resonance by the Doppler effect (k. iJ > 0).
(see Figure 1). The atom will then absorb photons preferentially in the coun
terpropagating wave, so that it feels a mean radiative force opposed to its
velo city along z. This force vanishes for an atom at rest, and can be shown
to behave as a linear friction force:

(4)

where a is a friction coefficient, for slow enough atoms. Cooling is provided
along the other directions x and y by use of two additional standing waves.
The corresponding light field acts as a viscous medium on atomic motion,
the so-called "optical molasses" [6].

Spontaneous emission plays an essential role in the cooling mechanism:
it allows the dissipation of energy by emission of fluorescence photons with
a frequency Ws > WL. However, the random momentum recoil of the atoms
after spontaneous emission is responsible for a heating, i.e. an increase of the
mean atomic kinetic energy, which can be described, as in standard brownian
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motion theory, by a momentum diffusion coefficient D:

d ( 2)1 = 2Ddt Pi heating
z = x,y,z (5)

This heating can counterbalance the effect of the damping force:

z = x,y,z (6)

so that an equilibrium is reached. The corresponding stationary velo city
distribution is gaussian, with an effective temperature T given by Eintein's
law:

(7)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. After an explicit derivation of 0: and D

from the two-level atom model, one finds that the minimal temperature TD,

called the Doppler limit, is obtained for a detuning 8 = - r/2 and is given
by [7,8]:

nr
kBTD = 

2

It corresponds to TD = 120 ILK for cesium atoms.

1.4 The rnagneto-optical trap (MOT)

(8)

The effect of Doppler cooling is a compression in momentum space, but it
has no confining effect in real space, the atoms performing simply a spatial
diffusive random walk in the optical molasses. ln order to trap the atoms
in real space, the radiation pressure is made also position dependent via a

gradient of magnetic field.

The principle of the MOT can be explained with the following model (see
Figure 2). Consider an atomÎc transition occurring between' a ground state
of angular momentum jg = 0 and an excited state of angular momentum
je = 1. Atoms are excited by two counterpropagating laser waves which are
respectively 0"+ and 0"_ polarized along z. The fact that the excited state

has several Zeeman sublevels le,m = -1)z, le,m = O)z and le,m = 1)z, of
angular momentum mn along z, is essential. First, these sublevels undergo
different Zeeman shifts due to the external magnetic field, say -ILB, 0 and ILB
respectively for a magnetic field B along the quantization axis z, IL > 0 being
proportional to the magnetic dipole moment in the excited state. Second,

the ground state is coupled to le,1) only by absorption of photons in the
0"+ laser wave, and to le, -1) only by absorption of photons in the 0"_ laser
wave. Suppose now that B varies linearly along z and vanishes in z = O. An
atom at rest in z = 0 sees no mean radiative force, the two laser beams being
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exactly equaIly detuned far from resonance. ln z > 0 however, because of the
Zeeman shifts, the resonance frequency for the Ig,O) f------t le, 1) transition is
larger than WA, and is smaIler than WA for the Ig,O) f------t le,-I) transition.
The a- _ laser wave is then closer to resonance than the a-+ laser wave, and
the atom at l'est feels a net radiative force pushing it towards z = O. The
conclusion is reversed for negative values of z. ln this configuration, there is
thus, in addition to the damping force, a trapping force, linear with z around
z = 0, so that the net mean radiative force along z reads:

(9)

The atomic motion is damped in an effective external harmonie potential,
and the atomic cloud gets a fini te spatial extension given in steady state by:

(10)

The first experimental demonstration of the MOT has been reported in [9].
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Figure 2: The principle of the magneto-optical trap on a jg = 0 -t je = 1
transition.

2 Beating the Doppler limit

Since 1988, precise experimental measurements of the temperatures of op

tical molasses have been performed [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The lowest
temperatures are found ta be weIl below the Doppler limit (8). On a heavy
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atom like cesium, the lowest measured temperatures are on the order of 3 pK,
a factor 40 smaller than the Doppler limit, and are observed at large atom
laser detuning: 151 ::?> r, instead of 5 = -r /2 as expected from the Doppler
cooling theory. AU these results are experimental evidence of very effici(~nt
new cooling mechanisms.

These mechanisms have been identified theoretically on simple ID models

[17, 18]. They strongly rely on the existence of several degenerate sublevels
in the atomic state g, a feature left out in the two-Ievel atom model used
for Doppler cooling but present in experimental optical molasses, because of
the hyperfine and Zeeman structures of the atomic ground state. A second
important feature is the spatial variation of the laser field polarization at the

optical wavelength scale, a condition which is automatically fulfilled in 3D
laser configurations, and which is obtained in the simple ID models by giving
different polarizations to the two counterpropagating waves.

ln this section, we will analyse in sorne details only one of the presently

known polarization gradient cooling mechanisms, relying on the so-callec!
"Sisyphus effect" [17]. The corresponding minimal kinetic energies no longer
scale as tir, as for Doppler cooling, but as the recoil energy ER = ti2P/2M,
i.e. the mean increase of the atomic kinetic energy after the spontaneous
emission of a single photon. Note that ER is well below the Doppler limit
tir /2 for the typical atornic transitions used in optical molasses. ln the case
of cesium atoms, for example, tir /2 is one thousand times larger than the
recoil energy. ln this very cold regime, it has been predictec! theoretically
and checked experimentally that quantization of atornic motion plays an
important role in Sisyphus cooling. This has led to a new picture for the
laser cooled atomic samples, the so-called "opticallattices".

2.1 Optical pumping and light shifts

As seen in §1.1 for the two-level atom case in the low saturation regime,
the effect of light on the internaI atornic state is to shift the energy levels
(reactive effect) and to give a finite lifetime to the ground state (dissipative
effect). When the atom has several Zeeman sublevels in the ground state,
the reactive effect can lead to different light shifts of the sublevels, and the
dissipation effect can lead to real transitions between the various sublevels,
through optical pumping cycles [19].

The last two features play an important l'ole in laser cooling. They are

present in the simple 1D scheme depicted in Figure 3. The light field is
obtained by superposition of two coherent counterpropagating running waves
along z, with the same amplitude &0 and frequency WL, but with orthogonal
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linear polarizations. For an appropriate phase choice, the total electric field
is given by:

f( z, t)

f+(z)

(11)

( 12)

where ex, ey are unit vectors along x and y. One can check that the polar

ization of f(z, t) depends on z, with a periodicity ).,opt/2, where ).,opt= 27r/ k

is the optical wavelength. For example, in z = 0, ).,opt/2, ... , t(z, t) is (J"_

circularly polarized along Zj it is (J"+ polarized in z = ).,opt/4, 3).,opt/4, ... j it
is linearly polarized along (ex - ey) /,;2 in z = ).,opt/8, 5).,opt/8, ... and along
(ex + ey) /,;2 in z = 3).,opt/8, 7).,opt/8.

Consider an atom with an angular momentum jg = 1/2 in the ground
state and an angular momentum je = 3/2 in the excited state. This atom
is illuminated by the previous field configuration, with a laser frequency WL

below the resonance frequency WA:

( 13)

The transition amplitudes between the atomic energy levels of given angular
momentum along z, {Jg, m), m = ±1/2} and {le, m'), m' = ±3/2, ±1/2}, by
absorption or stimulated emission of laser photons are now weighted by the
appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (see Figure 4a) and thus depend on
the polarization of the electric field.

x

y

Figure 3: Resulting electric field in the x - y laser configuration.

ln a place where the light is purely (J"_ polarized, the Ig, -1/2) sublevel is
coupled to the electric field with an amplitude J3 larger than the Ig, +1/2)
sublevel. It therefore experiences a light shift 3 times larger, ti8s instead of
ti8s/3 for Ig,+1/2), with a saturation parameter s given by (3) 1. ln the

1 At first sight, there seems to be a discrepancy of a factor 2 between the light shift
(and also the excitation rate) derived here and the one given in § 1.1. ln fact, in z = 0, the
electric field amplitude is ../2Eo, instead of Eo in § 1.1.
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presence of pure CT_ light, the sublevel Ig, -1/2) has not only a weil clefinecl
light shift, but is also a trap for the internaI atomic state. It is couplecl by
laser light only to the le, -3/2) excitecl state sublevel, which by spontaneous
emission can only clecay to Ig, -1/2). If the atom is initially in the le, +3/2)
excited sublevel, it is eventually put in the Ig, +1/2) ground sublevel by
spontaneous emission. If the atom is initially in the {Ig, +1/2), le, -1/2)}
manifold, it is put back in Ig, +1/2) after a spontaneous emission with a
probability 1/3 (CT_ emission) and it is trapped into Ig,-1/2) with a proba
bility 2/3 (linearly polarized emission along z). The population in Ig, + 1/2)
therefore tends exponentially to zero for an increasing number of fluorescence
cycles. The corresponding transition rate from Ig, +1/2) to 19, -1/2) by the
optical pumping mechanism is found to be fs ·1/3·2/3 = 2fs/9.

ln a place when the light is purely CT+ polarized, the situation is reversed
between the sublevels. The atoms are now put by optical pumping in the

Ig, +1/2) sublevel, which undergoes the largest light shift. The present con
figuration exhibits therefore a strong correlation between the spatial modula
tion of light shifts and the spatial modulation of optical pumping rates. For
a negative atom-Iaser detuning 8, the optical pumping rates are everywhere
the largest from the highest energy ground state sublevel to the lowest one.

2.2 Sisyphus cooling mechanism

We now explain how cooling occurs in the previously described atom-Iaser

configuration. The key point is that the position dependent light shifts of
the sublevels Ig, ± 1/2) appear as effective potentials U± (z) for a moving
atom. It will be thus convenient to introduce the mechanical energies E± =
M v2 /2 + U±(z), where v is the atomic velo city along z.

A typical trajectory in (z, E±) space is shown in Figure 4b. It starts in
the sublevellg, -1/2), in a minimum of U_(z), with a kinetic energy larger
than the modulation depth:

2
Ua= --h8s

3 (14 )

of the potential. If the optical pumping time Tp from 19, -1/2) to Ig, +1/2)

is long enough, the atom can climb the potential hill and reach the top of
U_(z) before changing its internaI state. During this part of the motion, the
mechanical energy E_ remains constant and there is a conversion of kinetic
energy into potential energy. ln the vicinity of the maxima of U_(z), the laser
light is CT + polarized and the atom has there the maximal probability to be
optically pumped into the Ig, +1/2) sublevel, by absorption of a laser photon
followed by a spontaneous emission. If such a pro cess takes place, the atom
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is put back iuto a valley, but for the U+(z) potential this time. The resultiug
decrease of potential energy leads to a corresponding excess of energy for
the spontaneously emitted photon with respect to n,wL' Dissipation of energy
thus originates in this cooling scheme from the spontaneous emission of anti
Stokes Raman photons.

, ,,, , ,

Ca)

,,

E

Cb)

z

Figure 4: a) Atomic-level scheme and intensity factors (square of the Clebsch
Cordan coefficients) for a jg = 1/2 -t je = 3/2 atomic transition. b) ln
the Sisyphus cooling configuration} the position dependent light shifts of the
ground state sublevels and a typical atomic trajectory in the position-energy
space.

The atoms therefore do not stop climbing potential hills, as Sisyphus did

in the greek mythology, until their kinetic energy becomes on the order of the
modulation depth Ua. This intuitive reasoning is confirmed by a theoretical
analysis, close to the one used already for Doppler cooling, which introduces
a friction coefficient Œ and a momentum diffusion coefficient D, as in brow
nian motion theory. The derivation of the coefficient D and Œ leads to the
equilibrium temperature given in [17]:

(15 )

2.3 Limit of Sisyphus cooling

The equilibrium temperature given in the previous section is proportional to
the laser intensity, and scales as 1/181, for large detunings (181 » f). This
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has been confirmed experimentally in 3D on a wide range of detunings and
laser intensities, and for several atomic species [15, 16]. The precise vallH~
of the slope for the 3D experiments cannot <?fcourse be deducecl from the
simple 10 model that we described. Actually, such a scaling law for Sisyphus
cooling cannot be realistic for any values of the parameters. For example, it
leads to a vanishing equilibrium temperature in the limit of vanishing laser
intensity. ln this regime of very smalliight shifts, the experimental results
are indeed deviating from (15).

ln order to have a more complete understanding of Sisyphus cooling, one
has to take into account carefully the heating of the atoms due to random
recoil after spontaneous emission. The Sisyphus effect, corresponding to a
decrease of the potential energy on the order of Ua after an optical pumping
cycle, is then counterbalanced by an increase of the kinetic energy on the
order of the recoil energy ER = fi2 P 12M. Cooling works only when Ua is
above a threshold of a few ER, and the minimal achievable temperature is

expected from (15) to scale as the recoil energy ER.

The precise value of the Sisyphus cooling limit has been derived from a
quantum treatment of both the internai atomic state and the atomic motion

in laser light, for the presented simple 10 model [20]. For a given atom
laser detuning 8/r, the dependence of the steady state kinetic energy on
the modulation depth Ua of the potential is shown in Figure 5. The scaling
law kBT ro..; Ua is recovered in the limit of large Ual ER. The existence of a
threshold on Ua corresponds to a rapid increase of the average kinetic energy,
wh en Ual ER becomes too smal!. The smallest possible value of the root mean
square atomic momentum is on the order of 5.5 fik, reached for Ua ro..; 100ER

in the limit of large detunings 181 ~ r.

2.4 Quantization of atomic motion in the optical po
tential wells

lt has been found fruitful to try to get more insight into the coldest regime of
Sisyphus cooling. One can check that in this regime, the following inequality
holds:

( 16)

where nose ro..; kJUal M is the oscillation frequency of the atoms in the bottom
of the potential wells, and Tp ro..; 1Ir s is the optical pumping time. This leads
to a level spacing ro..; finose for the quantized atomic motion in U±(z) much
larger than the radiative width filTp of these levels due to optical pumping.

Therefore a good basis for the analysis of the cooling is provided by the
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Figure 5: ln a full quantum treatment of Sisyphus cooling, mean kinetic

energy (p2) /2M in units of recoil energy ER = fi2P/2M as a function of

the modulation depth Uo of the optical potential wells in units of ER. The

atom-laser detuning is 8= -5r.

stationary solutions of the Schrodinger equation for the atomic motion in

U±(z) [21]. Since the potentials U±(z) are periodic, of period Àopt/2, the
corresponding energy spectrum has a band structure. The lowest energy
bands, corresponding to quasi-harmonie motion in the bottom of the poten

tial wells (see Figure 6 taken from [22]), have a negligible tunnel width. On
the contrary, the energy gaps become very small for the quasi-free motion
weIl above the potential hills. The effect of optical pumping in this basis can
be described simply by transition rates between the various energy levels,
when inequality (16) holds. The corresponding rate equations allow one to
calculate the steady state populations of the energy bands. The maximal
population in the most populated band v = 0 is found to be 0.34 in [21], for
Uo ~ 60ER·

The existence of well resolved external quantum levels in 1D Sisyphus
cooling has been demonstrated experimentally. A probe laser beam, with a
very small intensity, is sent through the optical molasses along the direction
of the laser cooling beams. Two side-bands are clearly observed on the probe
absorption spectrum, for a probe frequency wp = WL ± nase. They correspond
to stimulated Raman transitions between two successive vibration al levels

in the potential wells. Since the lowest level is the most populated one,
Raman cycles starting with atoms in v = 0 are expected to be dominant.

When Wp is below WL (wp ~ WL - nose), the dominant process is therefore
the absorption of one photon in the cooling beams followed by a stimulated
emission of one photon in the probe beam, and the probe beam is amplified.
When wp is above WL (wp ~ WL + nose), the Raman processes are mainly
the absorption of one photon in the probe beam followed by the stimulated
emission of one photon in the cooling beams, and the probe beam is absorbed
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Figure 6: Band structure of the energy spectrum for' the quantum motion in

U+ (z) optical potential wells. The vibrational levels are labelled v = 0, 1, ...
The dark circular areas are proportional to the steady state populations of the
vibrationallevels.

(see Figure 7 taken from [22]). The so-called "overtones" (Raman transitions
with 8v = 2, 8v = 3, ... ) can also be identified. A stimulated Rayleigh line
is also observed at Wp = WL ; it can be shown to give evidence for a spatial
antiferromagnetic order of the atoms [23, 24]. These experiments are the
first observations of quantized externallevels of a neutral atom in an optical

field. An important point is that about half of the atoms are expected to be
in minimum uncertainty states [22]. These observations have been confirmed
by studies of the fluorescence spectra of ID optical molasses [25].

2.5 Optical lattices in 2D and 3D

ln the preceeding sections, we have seen that 1D Sisyphus cooling in a laser
field can lead to a strong accumulation of the atoms around the points where
the field is circularly polarized. Such a property can be generalized to 2D
and 3D.

Theoretical results are available in 2D [26, 27]. The quantum approach is
similar to the one used in ID. ln the frame of this lecture, the main results

concern the population of the energy levels in steady state. They are found
to be strongly reduced: the maximum population of the deepest band shifts
from 0.34 in 1D to 0.09 in 2D. This does not mean that cooling is less efficien t

in 2D, but it is simply a signature of degeneracy effects among the vibrational
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v=l

Figure 7: Examples of Raman processes induced between the atomic vibm

tionallevels by a weak probe beam of frequency Wp sent through the 1D optical

molasses. The populations of the energy levels are represented by dark areas.

On fig.a, the Raman processes lead to an amplification of the probe beam

(wp ~ WL - Dose). On fig.b, the Raman processes lead to an absorption of the

probe beam (wp ~ WL + Dose).

levels. Let us indeed eonsider the atomie motion in the bottom of the 2D

potential wells. It is found to be almost harmonie, and the energy bands
are labelled by the two quantum numbers nx and ny of the eorresponding
2D isotropie harmonie oseillator. If the motions along x and y are eonsid
ered as deeoupled, the probability of finding the atoms in the ground state
Inx = 0, ny = 0) of their motion is the product of the probabilities of finding
them in the ground states Inx = 0) and Iny = 0) of their motion along x and
y respectively. This simple reasoning leads to the estimate:

(17)

not far from the exact results.

To get experimental evidence for vibrationallevels in G"± optieal potential
wells, one has to get rid of phase fluctuations between the orthogonal running
waves, in order to avoid distorsion of the eleetrie field polarization away from
G"± in the minima of the wells. This has been realized in Münieh, with 2 and

3 orthogonal standing waves with well eontrolled phases [28, 29]. ln Paris, an
alternative to this approaeh has been developped. The idea is to use in nD
the minimal number of running waves leading to eooling, whieh is n + 1. ln
this case, as it is evident for the partieular ease n = 1, the periodie pattern
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of potential wells is only shifted by phase fluctuations. A hexagonal lattice
in 2D, and a cubic body centered lattice in 3D have been obtained, and have
becn analysed by a probe beam [30].

Ali these results lead to a completely different physical picture of the laser
cooled atomic samples. The concept of optical molasses is replaced by the
one of optical lattices, which consist of periodic arrays of microtraps, with
vibrationallevels for the atomic motion. This description is weil suited to the
discussion of statistical effects, the quantum degeneracy (i.e. the population
of the most populated state of the one-atom density matrix) being derived
simply from the population of the lowest energy band. However, these optical
lattices are for the moment qui te lacunar, only a few percent of the sites being
occupied. ln order to increase the quantum degeneracy, one has to increase
the atomic density, thanks to an extra trapping mechanism.

2.6 Experimental results on the magneto-optical trap

The geometry of the magneto-optical trap has been described on a simple
ID model in §1.4. It can be extended to a 3D configuration in the following
way. The magnetic field gradient is provided by two coaxial coils travelled
by opposite electric currents. Close to r = 0, where the resulting magnetic
field is vanishing, one has the approximate spatial dependence for .8:

- bo
B(r) ~ -( -x/2, -y/2, z)a (18)

Three pairs of counterpropagating 0"+ and 0"_ circularly polarized laser waves,
along x, y and z, provide 3D trapping and cooling in the presence of the
magnetic gradient. Note that the laser beams propagating along z and per
pendicularly to z have opposite helicities, because magnetic field gradients
are of opposite signs along z and x, y.

Experimental studies of the magneto-optical trap for atoms in a cell have

given evidence for two different regimes (see for example [31] for cesium
atoms ).

First, a low density regime, with a density n less than 1010 atoms/ cm3, is
obtained when a small number N of atoms (up to 106) are present in the trap.
The important point is then that the temperatures in the trap are the same
(down to 3 flK) than the ones measured in the 0"+ - 0"_ optical molasses in
the absence of magnetic field. The sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms, which
strongly rely on the light shifts of the various Zeeman ground sublevels, are

thus not destroyed by the magnetic field in the trap [32, 33, 31, 34]. This
is due to the fact that the trapping mechanism accumulates the atoms in a
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small region around B = O. The corresponding minimal radii of the atomic
cloud in the trap are founel experimentally to be on the oreler of 40 f1m, for
a magnetic field graelient of 10 gauss/cm.

When a large number N of atoms are present in the trap (up to 3.108),

a high density regime is observed, with maximal densities n around 3 . 1012

atoms / cm3. However, the temperatures in the trap are found then to be
higher than the ones in the 0"+ - 0"_ optical molasses, the corresponding
excess of temperature !:lT scaling simply as N1/3 for a given laser detuning
and intensity. The highest quantum degeneracies in the trap are actually not
obtained at the highest densities.

ln order to estimate this quantum degeneracy, we suppose that the mean
number of atoms in the most populated quantum levels inside the trap is
gi ven by:

with ( 19)

This formula, valid only for a gas of non interacting particles in thermal
equilibrium in the low degeneracy regime, is found to be in reasonably good
agreement, when transposed to the 2D case, with the theoretical results
mentioned in §2.5. At the moderate density n = 8 . 1011 atomsfcm3 and
quite low temperature T = 10f1K, a situation which is a compromise between
the search for low temperatures and high densities in the trap, equation (19)
leads to a degeneracy I1max on the order of 10-4.

We now give a qualitative account of the collective effects responsible for

the limits on the maximal densities n and the corresponding temperatures T
achievable in the magneto-optical trap.

At long range, the exchange of fluorescence photons between atoms leads
to a repulsive force, proportional to the flux of photons emitted from one
of the atoms through a fictitious surface located around the other atom and

of area O"A, the resonant absorption cross section. Tt thus'scales as 1/rî2'
where r12 is the distance between the two atoms. This force has a mean

antitrapping effect, which limits the compression in real space of the atomic
cloud by the trap. Tt also fluctuates, which introduces extra heating and
increases the temperature [35, 36]. Fortunately, the effect of this long range
interaction should be reduced at high laser detuning.

At short range (i.e. for r12 smaller than the optical wavelength Àopt), the
dipolar interaction between an atom in excited state and an atom in ground
state has non negligible effects. Tt shifts the energy levels by an amount on

the order of the natural width tir of the excited state, for 7'12 f"V Àoptf27r. Such
a shift is larger than the light shifts leading to the low laser intensity Sisyphus
effect and can destroy the cooling mechanism. At high atomic densities, it
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can lead to the formation of molecules, with a loss term of atoms from the

trap scaling as n2 [37,38].

The existence of such strong atomic interactions in the presence of laser
light thus leads to the following intuitive conclusion, that the density in the
magneto-optical trap cannot exceed a value such that the mean distance
between atoms becomes smaller than Àopt, which leads to a maximal density
n given by

(20)

This corresponds to n '" 2 . 1012 atoms/cm3 on cesium, on the order of the
experimental results.

3 Beating the recoil limit

One of the conclusions of the previous section was that it seemed difficult,
in the presence of quasi-resonant laser light of wavelength Àopt, to achieve

so high atomic densities n that nÀ~Pt » 1, while keeping the very low tem
peratures realized at low densities. ln the search for quantum degeneracy,
the regime where the atomic de Broglie wavelength Àos is much larger than
the optical wavelength Àopt is thus particularly interesting. ln this case, the

parameter nÀ5s can be on the order of unit y, with still nÀ~Pt being very
small, so that collision al effects between atoms should remain small.

This interesting regime is called "subrecoil", because the condition Àos =
hl tJ.p » Àopt implies an equilibrium temperature T = tJ.p21Mks much
smaIler than the so-caIled recoil temperature TR = n? p l!v! ks, where k =
211" 1Àopt. The problem is that subrecoil temperatures cannot be reachecl
by the "usual" cooling scheme described in the previous sections. ln these
schemes, indeed, spontaneous emission of fluorescence photons, which is es
sential for carrying away the atomic mechanical energy, never stops. The
atoms thus continuously experience random recoils of size lik in momentum
space, so that the equilibrium temperature cannot be much smaller than the
recoil temperature.

ln section §3.1, we present a ID subrecoil cooling scheme caIled "velocity
selective coherent population trapping" [39, 40]. It is not the only one in the
laser cooling field. Another scheme has been shown experimentally to beat

the recoillimit [41], and there are also several theoretical proposais [42,43].
The general idea of aIl these schemes is however the same: it consists of
accumulating the atoms into states very weakly couplecl to laser light and
with a very narrow width in momentum space. The fllndamental limits

of subrecoil cooling aclressecl in §3.2 can thlls be considerecl as being qllite
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general.

3.1 ID velocity selective coherent population trap-.
plng

Consider the so-called "A type" atomic system illuminated by two mutually
coherent laser waves, of opposite wave vectors ke--;'and -ke--;' along z and of
same frequency WL, but with orthogonal circulaI' polarizations, respectively

0"+ and 0"_ (see Figure 8). We describe in a quantum manner the atomic
motion along z by introducing the external states Ip) corresponding to the

plane waves of momentum pe--;'. The atomic dynamics can then be analysed
as follows [40].

Figure 8: The A atomic system in the 0"+- 0"_ laser configuration. ln the ab

sence of spontaneous emissionJ note the existence of closed families of atomic

states labelled by PJ atomic momentum along z in the excited state.

ln the absence of spontaneous emission, an atom initially in the state

lea, p), i.e. in the internaI (electronic) state Jea) and with a center of mass
motion ofmomentum p along z, is coupled only to Ig_,p-nk) (by stimulated
emission of a photon in the 0"+ wave), with an amplitude Œ+, and to 19+, P +
nk) (by stimulated emission of a photon in the 0"_ wave), with an amplitude
Œ_. The space of atomic states can then be split into a direct sum of an
infinite number of closed families F(p) = {Iea,p), Ig-,p - nk), Ig+,p + tLk)}

labelled by p. Since there is only one internaI excited state lea) for two

ground levels 19±), we can form, inside each family F(p), a particular linear
combination I7fJNc(p)) non coupled to the laser:

(21 )

Note that this combination is not a stationary state, because it has no well

defined kinetic energy:
(22)
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except for the particular case p = 0, for which I~Nc) is a perfectly trapping
state, called "dark state".

Let us now take into account spontaneous emission. Starting from leo, p),

the atom now eventually decays into 19±, p-p;), where p; is the momentum of
the fluorescence photon along z and is randomly distributed between -t~kand
+fik. Spontaneous emission thus couples family F(p) to the "neighbouring"
families F(p'), with p' = p ± fik - p~ in the range [p - 2fik,p + 2t~k]. This
random change of p after a fluorescence cycle may transfer the atoms into
the dark state I~Nc(O)) or into a quasi dark state for p very close to 0, where
they remain trapped and where they pile up. The corresponding effect on
the atomic momentum distribution is to produce two peaks at p = ±td.;,

because I~Nc(O)) is a superposition of states of momenta +fik and -t~k. The
width of these peaks is not lirnited by the recoil momentum fik, but scales
as l/.Ji, where t is the atom-Iaser interaction time, at it has been checked
numerically in [40]. For an idea of the proof and an analysis of the height of
the peaks as function of time, we refer to [44].

3.2 Experimental results below the recoil limit

The 1D cooling scheme introduced in §3.1 has been demonstrated experi
mentally on metastable helium [39], on a transition between a ground state
of angular momentum jg = 1 and an excited state of angular momentum
je = 1. To see why the A structure of §3.1 is an acceptable model in this
geometry, let us introduce the internaI atornic states of angular momentum

mfi around z, {Ig, m)z, le, m)z, m = 0, ±1}. Since the laser electric field has
no component along z, the V system, formed by {le, -l)z, Ig, O)z, le, l)z}, and
the A system {Ig, -l)z, le, O)z, Ig, l)z} are not coherently coupled. The key
point is then that the excited sublevel of the A system le,O)z cannot decay

by spontaneous emission into Ig,O)z, because the corresponding llm = 0
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is vanishing. Therefore, after a f~w spontaneous
ernissions from the excited sublevels of the V system, le, ±l)z, the atoms are
pumped into the A system, from which they cannot escape.

Experimental results on the atomic momentum distribution after an in
teraction time t = 350r-1, where fir is the natural width of the excited state,
are sketched on Figure 9. The two peaks in ±fik are visible, above the initial
momentum distribution. Theil' half width at half maximum 8p allows one
to define an effective temperature 2 Teff on the order of 0.5 recoil tempera
ture TR. Note that the velocity selective coherent population trapping can

2More precisely, 6p is defined as the half width of the peaks at the relative height
e-1/2, so that the equation Teff = 6p2 / M defining Teff as a function of 6p is exact for a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
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be generalized on a jg = 1 ~ je = 1 transition to multidimensional cooling
[40, 45, 46]. A 2D experiment is in progress on helium in Paris.

P(p)

.r

, .

o

21ik

\
"-

... "

p

Figure 9: Experimental results on the momentum distribution for 1D subrecoil
cooling. The two peaks of the final distribution in ±-nk (solid line) are above
the initial distribution (dashed line).

As mentioned in the introductory remarks of this section, another subre

coil cooling scheme has been demonstrated experimentally [41]. Stimulated
Raman transitions, between two hyperfine ground states Il) and 12), are pro
duced by two counterpropagating synchronized laser pulses and provide a
high selectivity in atomic velo city. The atoms whose velocity v meets the
Raman resonance condition v = Va are transferred into 12) by the pulses and
are then "pushed" towards zero velo city back into Il) through a pumping
resonant travelling wave. Successive cooling cycles of this type are then per
formed, with a scanning of Va from high velocities towards low velocities,
in order to collect most of the atoms. Since Va is always different from 0,
there is a small region around v = 0 where the atoms never me et the Raman
resonance condition, and where they pile up. Very sharp momentum dis
tributions around p = 0 have thus been obtained and observed in ID, with
effective temperatures down to TRj10.

3.3 The limits of subrecoil cooling

ln order to get observable effects depending on the quantum statistics of the
atoms, it is necessary to provide tluee dimensional cooling. For the moment,
there is no experimental evidence of an efficient velocity selective coherent
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population trapping in 3D or even in 2D. ln the low density regime, new
theoretical methods have been developped to try to predict the evolution of
the effective temperature as a function of the interaction time [44]. They rely
on Monte-Carlo wave function simulations, describing quantum mechanically
bath the internai and external atomic state. This procedure has first the
advantage to use much smaller objects than the full atomic density matrix p

in 2D or 3D (a discretized wave function has N components, whereas p has
N2 components). Since it deals with stochastic objects, it has also allowed a
connection with efficient tools of statistical physics, the so-called Lévy fiights
[47]. The maximal atomic density one can achieve without destroying the
darkness of the trapping state by multiple photon scattering between atoms
is still an open question.

The subrecoil cooling schemes have also to face the severe problem of
gravity. lndeed, the atoms in the trapping state feel no radiative force, so
that the gravitational force can put them out of the dark state and make them
fall down! A first possible solution to this problem is to try to counterbalance
gravit y by a non dissipative force, by using for example the very non resonant
dipolar trap mentioned in §1.2. One can also perform cooling in a free falling
frame. This has been done already, for ordinary optical molasses, in an
airplane in parabolic fiight [48].

A different and promising type of solution is adressed in the next section.
The idea is to use gravit y as an ally, for making a trap, instead of trying to
get l'id of it.

4 What next ?

As explained in §3, the presently known subrecoil cooling schemes cannot
be efficiently applied in 3D because of gravity. ln this section, we explain
how to get an atomic cavity by using gravit y and a parabolic atomic mirror
(§4.1). A quantum picture for the atomic motion inside this cavity is briefiy
given in §4.2: as light waves do in usuallaser cavities, matter waves have well

defined modes in the gravitational cavity, and one may hope to get quantum
statistical effects if several atoms occupy the same quantum modes.

4.1 A gravitational atomic cavity

The realization of an atomic cavity requires a non dissipative bounding of
the atomic motion in all directions.
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Bounding of vertical motion can be obtained through a horizontal plane
atomic mirror. The principle of such a device has been given in [49]. By
total internaI reflection of a travelling laser wave inside a piece of glass, an
evanescent wave is produced in the vacuum above the glass, with an intensity

J( z) exponentially decreasing with increasing z. When the laser frequency
WL is larger than the atomic resonance frequency WA, the atomic ground state
experiences in vacuum a positive light shift, which is a decreasing functioll
of z and thus gives rise to a repulsive potential for the atoms. The laser is
detuned far from resonance so that dissipative effects during reflection are
small: fluorescence cycles indeed have a rate scaling as J/(WL - WA)2. How
ever, WL has to be not too far from resonance, so that the laser has a high
enough intensity to provide reactive effects (i.e. light shifts, proportional to
I/(wL - WA)) able to reflect the atoms. This last condition is very restric
tive for thermal atomic velocities, and in this case only reflection for grazing
atomic incidence is observed [50]. On the contrary, it is easily fulfilled af
ter use of the laser cooling techniques, and refiection under normal atomic
incidence can then be obtained [51].

ln order to bound also the transverse atomic motion, the plane mirror of
the previous scheme is replaced by a parabolic mirror, with an evanescent
wave still present at its surface. The atoms are released with negligible initial
velocities from a switched-off magneto-optical trap and bounce off the evanes
cent wave (see Figure la). The corresponding classical orbits are paraxial
and are shown to be stable [52]. Experimental realizations are in progress
in Paris (at the ENS) and in Gaithersburg (at NlST). Recent observation of
about ten bounces has been reported in Paris, for cesium atoms, with the
following experimental evidence. At a time t after the drop of the atoms, a
probe beam is sent through a small volume <S'V around the initial position of
the atomic cloud, and the fluorescence light is collected. This procedure gives
a signal proportional to the number N(t) of atoms in the volume <S'V. Such
a measurement is destructive, because atoms are pushed away and heated
by the probe beam, so that the whole process has to be restarted from the
beginning, if one wants to get N(t') at a different time t'. The result of nu
merous such cycles is shown in Figure Il (see [53]; less recent results, with
only four bounces, are given in [54]).

4.2 Towards degeneracy effects in the cavity

When the atomic motion is treated quantum mechanically, the dynamics in
the cavity is analogous to the one of light in an optical cavity. The corre
sponding quantum modes for the matter waves have been investigated tbe
oretically [52]. They correspond mathematically to the stationary solutions
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Figure 10: Principle and loading of the atomic gravitation al cavity.

of the Schrodinger equation for the atomic wave function 'I/J( i,t):

(23)

(24)

with appropriate boundary conditions, responsible for the discrete nature of
the allowed energies E. ln an idealized model, the atomic minor is considered
as a perfect one, and 'I/J is required to vanish on the surface of the mirror. The
problem is then readily separated in parabolic coordinates, so that one can
solve separately for "transverse" and "vertical" motions. As an illustrative

example, a vertical cut of the probability distribution in real space jç6(iW
is given in Figure 12. The numerous horizontal node lines indicate a highly
excited vertical motion. On the contrary, the transverse motion is in the
ground state. Estimates of the density of modes in the cavity for realistic
experimental conditions are discussed in [52].

The basic idea to get statistical effects in the gravitational cavity is simply
the hope to put several (bosonic!) atoms in the same quantum mode. It
appears to be more promising to try to populate a highly excited mode rather
than the ground ones. Such a mode has indeed a much larger spatial volume,
so that the atomic density in real space is lower and collisional effects are
reduced, for a given quantum degeneracy. The way of filling one particular
mode of the cavity is still a difficult open question. One has to find efficient
selective processes, and the subsequent atomic dynamics, far from thermal
equilibrium, should be close to the one of photons in a laser cavity, rather
than to the one of the Bose- Einstein condensation.
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Figure Il: The number of atoms in the gravitational cavity in Paris is mea
sured as a function of time using the fluorescence induced by a probe beam

(cf. text). The points on the figure give the number of atoms in the probe
beam for different times after their release. The curve is a fit calculated by a
Monte-Carlo simulation. The successive bounces are labelled 1,2 ...
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Figure 12: The calculated probability distribution in real space of a mode in
the gravitational atomic cavity. The cross corresponds to the focus of the

parabolic surface of the mirror.
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5 Conclusion

ln this lecture, we have given first a brief survey of nowadays quite standard
techniques in the laser cooling field. Ultracold atomic samples are obtained
in optical molasses, optical lattices and in the magneto-optical traps, but
quantum degeneracy remains small, for the following fundamental reasons.
Collective effects, such as the dipolar interaction between atoms in ground

and excited states, prevent from reaching densities n much larger than 1/ >'~Pt,

where >'opt is the optical wavelength. On the other hand, the spontaneously
emitted photons limit the maximal atomic de Broglie wavelength >'DB to a
few >'opt/10, so that n>'~)8 should not be much larger than 10-3.

We have also described sorne of the new potentialities offered by laser
manipulation of atoms in the search for quantum degeneracies.

First, subrecoil cooling could beat the previous simple reasoning. It leads
to de Broglie wavelengths larger than the optical wavelength, so that condi

tion n>'~)8 rv 1 could be satisfied with still n>'~Pt ~ 1. However, one has to
find a way to counterbalance gravit y, and more detailed investigations of the
effect of multidimensionality are required.

Second, the search for degeneracy effects among the highly excited states
of a gravitational atornic cavity is a challenging alternative to Bose-Einstein
condensation. It should have the advantage to reduce the collision al con
straints. But one has first to find an efficient way of selecting such excited
modes!
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